Tiger Growler mulching head, the newest addition to Tiger’s
premium line of boom mower attachments.
The Growler is designed with explosive power to tackle
heavy brush and mulch 10” trees into wood chips. It will clear
ditches, tree lines and road right-of-ways or other wooded
areas with virtually no clean up after the job is complete.
The Tiger Growler head attaches to most existing Tiger
booms, making this the perfect addition for all your mowing
and clearing needs.
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Rugged. Durable.
Built to last...

Tiger’s reputation for quality and reliability
means the Growler’s rugged design is built to
withstand the harshest conditions and keep on
mulching.
The precisely engineered, staggered tooth
cutter shaft design provides the operator with
a smooth running cutter head.
The precision and engineering integrated
into this new head provide strength and
performance for tough conditions.

FRONT VIEW
OF MULCHING HEAD

ROAD READY

Embrace the power and performance the
Growler adds to your operation in clearing
miles of small trees and under brush in a single
day.
10” CUT

REAR RUBBER FLAP
OR
REAR CHAIN GUARD

59° rotation
HYDRAULIC DRIVEN
HEAD TILT

50° fwd 9° rwd
STOW POSITION

Premium features include a hydraulic tilt cylinder to rotate mulching head, allowing maximum tooth exposure. The
Growler Mulching head is also equipped with a piston motor to ensure a quick recovery time and high torque when
mulching hardwoods or tough to mulch trees. This piston motor is designed to provide constant torque of the cutter
head when taking down a large tree or tough vegetation. This mulching head is retro-fittable to all existing Bengal boom
mowers with the purchase of a few additional components and an oil return line. With field-proven performance and
strength, the Growler mulching head will allow additional versatility for your roadside mowing tractor package.

Features
Cut Diameter
Cutter Head
Cutter Shaft
Cutter Teeth
Gathering Arms
Hydraulic Tilt Cylinder
Shear Plate
Cutter Housing
Hydraulic System
Safety Stop
Weight

10” trees or heavy brush
36” cutting shaft
Dynamically balanced 12” cutter shaft
30-Rotatable and Replaceable Quad-Cut teeth
Designed to bring additional brush and material into cutting drum for 50” total cutting area
Cylinder gives tilt to cutter head, allowing maximum tooth exposure
Engineered to cut cut trees or brush into smaller pieces
3/8” Domex Steel @ 100,000 Yield Strength
Flow is 41.2 GPM with operating pressure at 3000 psi for Bengal and 3500 psi for Saber
7 Second Shut Down
930 lbs.
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